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IMAGE + IMAGE UNDERSTANDING
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IMPROVING 
DELIVERY SERVICE
The US Postal Service is the world’s largest delivery 
service with 485 million pieces of mail and parcels 
delivered daily. To boost sorting efficiencies the 
USPS is implementing end-to-end AI technology 
from NVIDIA.

Expected to be fully operational in 200 facilities 
in 2020, the new GPU-powered AI system 
processes package data 10x faster 
and with higher accuracy. 

Leveraging computer vision 
solutions to analyze images 
and video is something that 
many customers across the 

federal government can 
benefit from. 

For example, FDA inspection?
USPTO to analyze patent

applications? 
Border Protection? Military 
base entry point security? 
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SUPPORTING EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE TEAMS
Scientists at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) are 
applying AI to
assist FEMA’s disaster relief missions. With GPUs, ORNL 
quickly processes high-resolution satellite imagery to
map structures and analyze the hardest hit areas.

For example, ORNL processed imagery for all
coastal counties from the TX/LA border to the
USA/Mexico border in advance of Hurricane
Harvey, providing emergency response teams
with critical information that would take
months to compile with traditional
computing methods.

Images: TX coastal counties and their building structure data. Credit: Mark Tuttle/ORNL

ORNL supporting FEMA in
response to Hurricane Harvey. 

Analyzing 2000 images over 
26k miles of coastline would 

have taken 9 months on CPUs. 

They did this in 24 hrs with 
GPUs = enabling FEMAs 

response

How can computer vision be 
applied to satellite imagery 

for other agencies?  
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In many industries ensuring equipment uptime and 
safety and regulatory compliance, is non-negotiable. 
Companies can spend up to $100M annually on 
inspections, which can drive 5x that amount in 
maintenance costs. Avitas Systems is delivering 
inspection services to the oil and gas, energy, and 
transportation industries using AI-powered robots and 
drones that can go places unfit for human workers. 
The company uses deep neural networks that easily 
extend to GPU-enabled sysytems in the field. In 
addition to protecting human safety, Avitas Systems 
predicts its solution will decrease annual inspection 
costs by 25% and maintenance downtime by 15%, and 
increase inspection turnaround time by 25%.

GPU-ENABLED 
SYSTEMS POWER A 
NEW ERA OF SMART 
MACHINES

The robots can handle the heat and use infrared cameras and chemical and other sensing technologies to
inspect assets under dangerous conditions and keep production running. Image credit: Avitas Systems

Avitas is using small drones 
equipped with cameras, 

infrared and other sensors to 
detect corrosion and leaks in 

oil and gas infrastructure. 

How can this technology be 
applied to our nations 

transportation infrastructure? 
Our military’s assets, bases
and platforms? USGS remote 

data gathering sites? 
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LANGUAGE + LANGUAGE 
UNDERSTANDING
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AI DELIVERS CLARITY
IN A NOISY WORLD

Speech is a natural way for humans to 
interact with electronic devices but making 
oneself understood in this noisy world is a 
challenge. 

BabbleLabs quiets the noise with Clear Cloud, 
a deep learning speech enhancement cloud 
API. 

NVIDIA V100 GPUs speed training and 
inference, enabling Clear Cloud to cover a 
comprehensive range of languages, 
inflections, and capture conditions, while 
reducing the measure of unintelligibility 
by >55%.

There are many ways to apply AI for language in the Federal government.  Language translation is one example.  Many special 
operators are interviewing targets in the field, and need to bring a human translator.  Speech to text is another example.  Using 

the Kaldi framework, we can translate 24 hours of dictation into text in 12 seconds using GPUs. 

This doesn’t apply only to spoken word, but understanding text in documents as well.   For example, using AI to detect 
outdated acquisition guidelines, or summarizing a 150 page manual.  Correlating between AAR (after action report).
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DATA ANALYTICS 
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PREDICTIVE 
MAINTENANCE

Core challenge: flight regime recognition

Three steps:

Identify meaningful regimes

Estimate regimes at 20Hz

V&V with scripted flights and 
mission-level data

CRADA work with ARL on UH-60

70 cents of every dollar the DoD spends is on maintenance.  
Predictive maintenance offers enormous cost saving and troop 

readiness potential.  

The UH-60 platform for example has a operations to maintenance 
ratio of 1:4.  There is some exciting work being done to improve this 

through AI and GPUs


